FUN & FOOD IN SOUTHERN FRANCE
Discovering Dolce Frégate Provence

From 18 to 20 April, BBT Online stayed in the beautiful French Provence for a famtrip
organised by Dolce Frégate Provence. Main goal of the trip was to showcase the Dolce
Frégate Provence Hotel and its surroundings in Bandol. On the programme were lots
of culinary delights, cultural and natural sightseeing and a round of golf led by a pro.
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The view from Dolce Frégate Provence

Digital Marketing & PR Manager Virginie Gamba Magro

B

andol is a beautiful town full of palm trees and
little sailing boats on the Mediterranean coast
in between Marseille and Toulon. The vineyards that
surround it produce some of best and internationally
praised provincial wines. Just a few minutes from the
centre of town lies Dolce Frégate Provence: a four
star resort with 133 guest rooms and suites, three
restaurants, an 18 and a 9-hole golf course, both
indoor and outdoor pools and 13 meeting rooms.
We were invited to experience the venue and to
discover the beautiful region surrounding it. We

were heartily welcomed by Pierre Sancho (GM of the
hotel), Virginie Gamba Magro (Digital Marketing & PR
Manager) and by Catherine Jenoudet (Director of Sales
& Marketing).

Greatness under construction

The hotel has a lot of assets: the location is absolutely
fantastic – right next to the sea. The venue is
surrounded by fantastic little villages such as Cassis
and Sanary sur Mer, far more fun than St. Tropez. The
food is top notch and delicate. The sun is out almost
all year round. The guest and meeting rooms were

well lit and very spacious. The property was recently
purchased by Maranatha, a local French owner based in
Marseille. It will be fully refurbished and get a complete
face-lift, to make it the ideal venue for golf, leisure as
well as business clients.
Another very interesting new project are the so called
Bastides. These are 15 exclusive little hamlets built
with natural materials away from the main hotel,
nestled in the heart of the golf course like a private
village. They combine all the benefits of a 4-star hotel
with the charm and privacy of its unique location. Looks

like a perfect secluded spot for corporate meetings and
product presentations. They will be available as from
July this year.

Golf with a view

What was already perfect was the golf course. Dolce
Frégate Provence is home to a Golf Exclusive Academy,
and we were able to take some swings coached by a
real golf pro. The course is absolutely beautiful. Most of
the holes look out over the Mediterranean sea, offering
magnificent views.

Top left: biological farmer Daniel Vuillon caters to the hotel.
Bottom left: GM Pierre Sancho surrounded by his team.

The village of Cassis, near Bandol.

Another delight was the quality of the kitchen. All food
is prepared with a lot of care and dedication – real
haute cuisine, full of surprising little details. The kitchen
works only with local suppliers and products. We took
to the countryside and met some of them: a biological
farmer (Mr. Daniel Vuillon) and a local wine grower (Mr.
Georges Delille). Very interesting visits.
The area surrounding the venue is ideal incentive
territory: small cosy villages, beautiful nature, the deep
blue sea, vineyard, olive groves and stunning vistas on
the Route des Crêtes. The hotel’s renovation will be
finished by early 2016. Of course everyone can book
their meetings and incentives for next year already,
knowing that everything will be absolutely perfect
when they get there.

The famtrip group: Virginie Gamba Magro, Alessa Knox, Mireille Pellet, Catherine Jenoudet, Corinne Le Brun and Karin de Graauw.

For more info on Dolce Frégate Provence, surf to: www.
dolcefregate.com. You can contact Virginie Gamba
Magro via Virginie.Gamba@Dolce.com.
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